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Intellectual property means: proprietary information and technical information inclusive of
scientific and technical discoveries of any kind and in a form which is useful and
transferable and which may be able to be protected under law by way of, but not limited to,
patents, trademarks, copyrights, industrial designs, know‐how, and trade secrets.
(http://www.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/eng/about/intellectual_property/index.html)
Remember, the reporting and protection of Crown Copyright (NRC’s intellectual property)
is one of your most important responsibilities.
If a paper is to disclose new IP, the Business Development Office related to your portfolio,
must be notified at least three working weeks before you submit your paper for peer
review (i.e. submit to the publisher). Be aware that the Business Development Office may
decide to delay the approval process until an evaluation of the new IP has been conducted.
If you decide to publish using an open access option (i.e. payment fee) from the publisher,
the payment must come from your portfolio or research program. Where can an NRC
author go to get funds for open access publishing fees?
This varies by portfolio. In some portfolios, if an author wanted extra funds to publish an
open access article, he or she might obtain funds in the following ways:
1. A project would pay for it.
2. A program would pay for it.
3. The author could discuss the matter with his or her director of research.
Please contact your supervisor for more information. KM does not provide funds for OA
publishing.
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Disclosure Process guide (also available in MyZone):
http://zone.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/nrc_disclosure_management_and_publication_p
rocess_e.pdf
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This diagram was prepared by ACRD’s PBA (a full process diagram is available from the Zone
Publishing page: http://zone.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/nrc_disclosure_management_and_publication
_process_e.pdf and also available in MyZone). Indicated the WORKFLOW from disclosure
approval publishing (and preserving)
When publishing at NRC, authors FIRST need to get the permission to disclose the results
of NRC work, regardless of format.
A variation in the process comes into play once the disclosure is approved. It is related to
how the information will be divulged (format type).
When a 3rd party will publish your research paper, there are some steps must be taken to
ensure that the Crown Copyright will be kept
The reference materials regarding Disclosure of IP, and Crown copyright are available in
both Zone (presented in the order of the publication workflow), but is not updated; and in
MyZone (presented in the sections regarding publications and archive), these materials and
Crown Copyright forms are always updated.
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Zone is not updated any longer, but some of the content is still valid and easier to find,
particularly all information regarding Publishing.
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Publications disclosure form:
http://zone.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/forms/aquatic_crop_resource_disclosure_appr
oval_form_eng.pdf (English)
Please ensure that you fill up the form online and then print it!
So you are invited to appear or are attending a conference, what do you do?
1. Prepare a your abstract, presentation, poster
2. Obtain permission to “publish” by downloading the “Public Disclosure Approval” form,
please ensure that you fill up the form online and then print it!
3. Submit the PDA form for signature
4. If approval obtained, then submit your abstract, presentation, poster to the conference
organiser
5. Fill up the NRC Licence to Publish – generic form (this will cover you in case that at the
moment of registration at the conference, the organisers indicate to you that they will
be publishing a proceeding of the conference)
6. Obtain your GM’s (or his/ her designate) signature on your Licence to Publish (you may
have to leave blank the ‘publisher section’
7. Conference: at the on‐site registration you may (or not) be required by the organisers to
transfer copyright to the publisher because they will be issuing a special conference
proceedings, with all abstracts/ presentations/ posters. You give them your already
prepared License to Publish, indicating that your employer (Government) must, by law,
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retain Crown Copyright, but the licence will cover all the guarantees the publisher needs.
Be aware that the people providing you with a ‘Copyright transfer’ form are not
employees of the publisher (just conference volunteers), so you may experience push
back. If there are no publications of the conference proceedings, you may not need the
LTP, but if there is, you will be glad that you had it with you.
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All these publication formats are surely familiar to you. Researchers throughout their
careers can publish all of these formats. Other professionals at NRC might publish some of
these.
NRC does output a lot of information in various formats.
Your processes for releasing information into the public domain vary depending on format.
Reports are considered not “peer‐reviewed” documents, because they have not been
reviewed by a third party, even though they are reviewed by other NRC researchers.
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Copyright is the legal right to publish, produce or reproduce, to perform in public, to
communicate a work to the public by telecommunication, to translate a work, and in some
cases, to rent the work.
Copyright does NOT extend to ideas or facts. You can only copyright your expressions of
these ideas or facts in the form of books or songs (or another enduring format).
In copyright law, there are some not quite clear statements that might mislead authors into
thinking that copyright transfer is a legal requirement. The copyright law does not state
that publishers have the legal requirement to obtain a copyright transfer before they can
publish. The law does not say that a publisher ‘cannot publish’ without a copyright transfer;
the legal requirement is that if there is a copyright transfer this transfer must be in writing,
hence the copyright transfer form publishers are so fond of insisting must be used.
Also copyright transfer does not mean quality control process.
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Copyright and Crown Copyright differs largely in only one respect: ownership.
Consequently, only NRC may publish, or license others to publish, whether in print or
electronically, works created by NRC staff. In other words, The Crown owns the copyright to
any works created by NRC employees as part of their duties (thus you and your research
duties), and by using NRC property (labs, research equipment, and computers). Therefore it
is not yours to give away.
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No one at NRC is authorised to assign (or transfer) copyright to a publisher. Only an
Order in Council (parliament) can authorise this, but under very special circumstances and
after a lengthy process.
Crown Copyright is not new, the origins of Crown Copyright were established in the mid
1500’s by Henry VIII (for musical works), and it was regulated by the government and
courts. The more common type of copyright was established in 1709 in “Statue of Anne”
(specifically for publishers) and this was replaced later with the UK Copyright Act in 1842,
which in turn was succeeded by the Copyright Act of 1911, also known as the Imperial
Copyright Act.
In Canada from 1842 to 1911, copyright was regulated by the Imperial Copyright Act. The
first Copyright Act of Canada was passed in 1921 and came into force in 1924. Though
Canada was no longer subject to imperial copyright law, the 1921 Act was closely modelled
on the UK Copyright Act 1911 to comply with the Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works. Since then the Canadian Copyright Act has evolved, but there is
always a section on Crown Copyright.
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Visiting workers almost always sign a Visiting Worker Agreement in which they have
assigned their copyright to the Crown and so NRC may grant an NRC LTP on their behalf.
Volunteer Visitor Agreement, http://intranet.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/en/node/25766, Section 5.1 on
the volunteer visitor form: http://intranet.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/en/forms/31111

No NRC employees can claim personal copyright unless the publication’s topic is not
related to her/his work, not using any NRC‐produced data, performed in any NRC facility
and using any type of NRC property (e.g. laptops), therefore completely out‐of‐scope of
any NRC research (even if the researcher does it in his/ her own time).
No former employees can claim copyright for research done at NRC. The information
belongs to NRC regardless of whether or not the information has been published (also, if it
has not been published, it does not expire). If it has been published then it is protected for
50 years from its first date of publication. In a case like this the Author has no rights to any
data/ results as the work was done at NRC as “work for hire.”
If a researcher wants to re‐publish or publish raw data from his/her NRC research, the
person would have to enter into a formal agreement with NRC to request that NRC licence
the data to him/ her. A formal legal document must be then be drafted by NRC counsel and
could involve payment for the use of the licenced data. But the copyright of the work
would always remain with the government.
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In some cases, Crown Copyright can be determined to be perpetual and do not lapse through
non‐use and non‐assertion.
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Crown Copyright and LTPs: This is not a new practice, all NRC employees have always been
required to complete the LTP form each time they submitted a manuscript for publication
by a third party (if the publication is internal or is published by NRC, you may not need
an LTP). What is new is the drive to enforce the law as stipulated in Article 12 (http://laws‐
lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c‐42).
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The variation on the copyright statement will depend on the affiliation of authors.
If only NRC employees are the authors, it will display something like this: © [year] National
Research Council Canada or © [year] NRC Canada
If only government employees are authors (or even if all authors are NRC), it may display
something like this: © [year] Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada
If there are non‐government authors listed, besides NRC employees, it may display
something like this: © [year] Begell House Ltd and NRC Canada have joint ownership of
copyright in this article.
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When there are co‐authors who are not employees of the Government of Canada or one of
the provincial or territorial governments, the initial copyright to the paper will be shared
between Her Majesty in Right of Canada and these co‐authors. If these co‐authors do not
all assign their copyright to Her Majesty in Right of Canada, ownership of the copyright will
be shared between two or more parties.
If these co‐authors assign (transfer) their copyrights to the publisher, final ownership of the
copyright to the paper will be shared between Her Majesty in Right of Canada and the
publisher.
This also applies to a researcher’s poster presentation, abstracts, conference
presentations, your images and graphics (but not those images and graphics for which
you were granted the permission to use, for this you must ask author to grant you an LTP
that would allow you to grant publishing rights to the publisher).
When it doesn’t apply is when the presentation to a conference is video‐recorded (as in
TED talks, for later broadcasting  a performer's performance) where the Copyright of a
signal emitted by a broadcaster (e.g. conference) belongs to the broadcaster of the signal.
When publishing with non‐government co‐authors, it doesn’t matter the amount of work
(contribution) the NRC researchers executed, your name is in the publication, you must
claim Crown Copyright. The ownership of the work is indivisible.
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If you are publishing with other government employees who are non‐NRC, make sure that
they or you are claiming Crown Copyright. It doesn't matter who claims Crown copyright,
as long as someone does. If your co‐authors are not giving the publisher an LTP, you can
provide the publisher with an LTP on behalf of NRC (Crown).
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Flexibility: we would prefer no embargo but the publisher might require a 6 or 12 month
embargo. We would accept.
Our preference, would be for the author to post a copy of the accepted manuscript (post
print) but he could provide a copy of the author’s original (preprint)
Licence: 1. (noun) A permit from an authority to own or use something, do a particular
thing, or carry on a trade; 2. (verb License) Grant a licence to (someone or something) to
permit the use of something or to allow an activity to take place.
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The NRC LTP is negotiated and maintained by NRC‐KM on behalf of NRC, in April
2009, NRC Legal Services determined that all researchers will have to use a new
Licence to Publish – Crown Copyright form to replace the old Form 22 (and
variants).
Crown Copyright must be retained (with clear attribution statement)
Right to:
• Retain author rights
• Reproduce for non‐commercial purposes
• Reproduce for educational or research purposes
• By the Government of Canada
• By the affiliated author institutions
• Reuse figures, tables or the abstract created by the author(s)
• Authorize others to make any non‐commercial use of the Accepted Manuscript
provided the author(s) receives credit as author(s)
• the version of record is cited
Including other formats and other forms of expression (sound recording, distribute
copies in the course of teaching)
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These rights correspond to the SPARC Canadian author’s addendum.
SPARC = Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition
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Before we get into details of the LTP, you may wonder what the relationship between the
LTP and NPARC is. They are two different things. NPARC was launched in 2009. To be able to
load NRC manuscripts into NPARC, we needed to add a section into the LTP, which is
Section 6a dealing with the rights that NRC wishes to retain with respect to the version of
publication and the embargo information. When we made the modification to the LTP, SEC
approved it and made KM (CISTI at that time), accountable for the form.
Whether a journal permits articles to be publicly accessible in the NRC Publications Archive
is determined by the licence that NRC grants to the publisher to publish the article. NRC
gives rights to the publishers to publish material authored by NRC employees without
transferring the ownership of its copyright to the publisher. The NRC Licence to Publish
defines the licence being issued to the publisher and it includes the right for NRC to deposit
a copy of the article in the NRC Publications Archive.
The principle of the LTP is to provide a publisher with the rights it requires, but no more.
However, the publisher may not agree to all conditions of the licence and may impose
certain conditions of its own that limit how or when NRC may permit access to the
publication.
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Right to ingest a full‐text copy into NPARC, the author(s)’ institutional web site(s), the
author(s)’ funding body’s designated archive, the author(s)’ personal web site and any
other open access digital repository
Ideally, ingest should be allowed upon publication (especially if it is published in an open
access journal); realistically, no more than 6 or 12 months from the date of acceptance of
the manuscript for publication.
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Publishing: Licence to Publish Forms
Please ensure that you fill up the forms online and then print it!
NRC Licence to publish form (Crown Copyright) – generic (MyZone): https://intranet.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/en/forms/31046 (English)
NRC Licence to publish form (Crown Copyright) – generic (Zone):
http://zone.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/forms/NRC_Licence_to_Publish_Crown_Copyri
ght_Jan02_2014_e.pdf (English)
Form to add additional NRC authors (My Zone): https://intranet.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/en/forms/31014 (English)
Form to add additional NRC authors (Zone):
http://zone.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/forms/LTPCC‐Add‐NRC‐
Authors‐2009‐03.pdf (English)
Form to indicate additional non‐NRC authors (MyZone): https://intranet.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/en/forms/31015 (English)
Form to indicate additional non‐NRC authors (Zone):
http://zone.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/forms/LTPCC‐Add‐nonNRC‐
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Authors‐2009‐03.pdf (English)
Customized Forms
MyZone (includes most up‐to‐date forms and directives): https://intranet.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/en
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If you cannot find your publisher’s form on the Publishing section on MyZone, please use
NRC’s generic LTP form. Please note, it may or may not be accepted by a publisher. Should
it be declined, the NPARC help desk team can work with a publisher to create a more
acceptable, customized form.
Customized LTPs: Be aware that large publishing houses with many offices across the globe,
sometimes one of their offices might reject the customized form  we liaise with the head
office and the satellite office that ensure that the LTP is accepted and CC respected. These
negotiations may take time.
Only twice we have encountered a publishing house unwilling to accept Crown Copyright.
The large majority of publishers are used to accept Crown Copyright; just the process for
each publisher may be different.
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When an author’s GM (remember that only designed NRC people can sign the forms
related to Copyright) signs a Licence to Publish, he or she ensures that the Crown (the
government) retains the copyright to their work. This means that the NRC retains the right
to publish this material in institutional repositories
This is not a new practice: all NRC employees have always been required to complete the
Licence to Publish forms each time they submitted a manuscript for peer review and
publication.
For conference items (presentation, abstracts, posters) you have to obtain an NRC Licence
to Publish prior to submitting your paper. For journal articles the Licence to Publish would
typically be submitted after the manuscript is accepted for publication.
Books and book chapters are handled differently. Authors must complete a customized
form, sometimes called “Contributor Agreement” or “Consent to Publish.” These are
almost always customized for the individual book (or book chapter), which are generally
completed (and negotiated) in advance of the writing process (since royalties may be
involved).
The publishing company may send the author a copyright transfer form. NRC employees
must not sign this form; all government employees must instead complete the Licence to
Publish form, which is available on MyZone. Please note that authors should give
themselves time for this process, as NRC may need to negotiate with a publisher if the form
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is declined.
When the lead author (corresponding author) is not an NRC employee, she/he has to be
made aware that as a government employee you cannot use the publisher “Transfer of
Copyright” form (or most often called “Copyright Form”). Your non‐NRC co‐authors may be
able to use the publisher’s form, but you will have to use the Licence to Publish – Crown
Copyright form.
However, there are cases in which the publisher form has a paragraph that indicates: “I am
not claiming Crown Copyright, but some of my co‐authors are employees of the UK, Canadian
or Australian government”; the corresponding author will have to check this option and you
will provide the publisher your Licence to Publish – Crown Copyright form. That option is
used to inform the publisher that some of the co‐authors cannot, by law, relinquish
(transfer) copyright to the publisher.
When presenting at a conference (abstract, paper, poster) ensure that you fill an LTP.
Normally, conferences do publish proceedings of the event, even if they do not advertise it
when you submit to the conference. It will save you time and headaches when arriving at the
conference and being forced by conference organizers who want you to transfer copyright to
the publisher of the Proceedings. If you don’t need it, no harm is done.
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In the case of a customized LTP form, this would be noticeable by the text “NRC Legal
Services has approved the use of this form for submission to the (name of the publisher,
e.g.: American Chemical Society).” In some cases the customized form will have the
publisher’s formatting, if that was negotiated with the particular publisher.
Although no changes are to be made to the NRC LTP form without prior consent of NRC
Legal Services, you do not need to consult with NRC Legal Services to add an extra line or
two in either of the data gathering elements contained in Manuscript Information section –
bibliographic information (publisher; manuscript title and author name(s); journal).
The publisher information should include the name of your contact person, the publisher’s
name and the contact person’s complete mailing address.
The manuscript information must identify the title of your manuscript. Be meticulous;
enter the full title as you would expect to see it in print.
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The manuscript information must contain the author names that are to be
associated with the manuscript. Be meticulous; enter the author names in the
order in which you would like them to appear on the manuscript. If the number of
authors to be listed is large and will not fit in the space provided, you can list them
in a separate page that you will attach to the form with a notation in this section
that the information can be found as an extra page at the end of the form.
A word about author names: if this is the first time you publish, consider how you
want your name to be entered. Consistency throughout your career is important.
By selecting one name and sticking with it, it will be easier for others to find your
works when searching by your name. We understand that some journals prefer to
display author’s names in a particular format, but still is better if you are consistent
in how you submit your name for publication.
If this is not your first publication, try to be consistent by entering your name as you
have entered it in the past. This could speed up the publication process and it could
also simplify searching once you’ve been published.
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In the case of co‐authors who are not NRC or Canadian government employees, unless they
assign their copyright to the Crown, the Licence to Publish Agreement must list their names
in clause 2 to state that NRC is not acting on their behalf or on the behalf of their
employers.
Clause 4 ‐ If you anticipate that some images may be re‐used by others, you can grant
sublicensing rights to the publisher by using the NRC Licence to Publish – Crown Copyright
form, clause 4 by selecting “hereby” as to read: “You are hereby granted the right to licence
others to copy or publish the version of record.” This clause covers figures, tables, images
(still and moving).
Clause 6a ‐ was added to ensure that one of the 3 versions of the publication could be
loaded, preferably the Accepted manuscript. Most publishers will give us the right to post a
copy on NPAC but will impose an embargo period during which time they expect to recover
their investment.
Some publishers require a delay after the publication date (often referred to as an
embargo), that can range typically from 6 to 12 months, prior to being made available in an
institutional repository. In the NRC Licence to Publish, NRC states the preference for no
embargo or at the most a delay of 12 months.
If you are aware of any embargo period for your publication, please ensure that this is
clearly noted when you submit your scientific publication for deposit in the NRC
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Publications Archive. In these instances, you should also upload a copy of your publication,
even though it will not be made public until the termination of the embargo period. Your
embargo information will be verified by the NRC Publications Archive staff prior to deposit in
the NRC Publications Archive.
The embargo information can be found on Zone in “Find a Publishers’ Embargo period”
webpage under Publishing. If you are filling a customized LPT form, it is quite possible that
the embargo and version information will already be indicated.
Clause 7 is the sign‐off. All Licences to Publish must be signed‐off by a General Manager or
an individual to whom the General Manager has delegated this responsibility. Once the form
is signed and complete, authors must submit a copy to the publisher. A print copy of the
form should also be sent to NRC Records Management via Catherine French (for ACRD).
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For any issues with an NRC LTP, contact the NPARC help desk ASAP, the sooner we receive
the request, the sooner that we can resolve it. NPARC help desk: PublicationsArchive‐
ArchivesPublications@nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca
Check for the latest updates in MyZone, remember that Zone is no longer being updated.
However, in Zone there is a Quick reference guide to help you to complete the LPT, it can be
found on Publishing>Completing a Licence to Publish: http://zone.nrc‐
cnrc.gc.ca/_new_zone/obj/docs/publishing/nrc_ltp_quick_reference_2014‐01‐10_e.pdf.
Unfortunately this reference guide is not available in MyZone at the moment.
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To conclude
*First contact sources for your Portfolio
Business Management Support, your group leader, Director of Operations and GM are
critical in your publication process.
There are others that can help…
• supporting documentation is available on the Zone publishing page, also the latest
updates are in MyZone;
• includes forms used at various portfolios; more to be added once translated (however,
not all forms can be translated: customized forms are not translated, and if there are
translations, these are for reference purposes only and cannot be used with the
publisher).
In MyZone (green) search for the publisher’s name to find all updated forms.
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